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Rational design of aggregation-induced emission
sensor based on Rhodamine B for turn-on sensing
of trivalent metal cations, reversible data
protection, and bioimaging†

Hai-Xia Yu, Junge Zhi, * Zheng-Feng Chang, Tianjiao Shen, Wei-Lu Ding,
Xiaoling Zhang and Jin-Liang Wang *

A novel AIE-active molecule (TPEThRB) composed of a tetraphenylethene unit, Rhodamine spirolactam,

as a receptor, and thiophene ring as a conjugated electron-rich linker was obtained. It can be utilized

to effectively detect trivalent metal cations and H+ ions, accompanied with visible color change and

turn-on fluorescence enhancement. The four species can be further recognized individually through

UV-Vis analysis. Moreover, compared to the conventional manner of metal ion chelation-induced ring-

opening form of Rhodamine B derivative, the interaction of TPEThRB with trivalent cations is ascribed to

the synergy of proton-induced open-cycle and the subsequent coordination interaction due to the

steric effect and acidic hydrolysis of trivalent metal cations. In addition, in view of its acidochromism

property with reversible color and fluorescence changes, AIE-active TPEThRB may be a prominent

smart material for data protection by employing trifluoroacetic acid vapor as the chromogenic reagent

and diethylamine vapor as the eraser. Owing to the AIE characteristics and the remarkable photophysical

response characteristics towards trivalent metal ions in vitro, TPEThRB is suitable for fluorescence ratio

imaging of trivalent metal cations in living cells.

Introduction

Due to the involvement of organic fluorescent materials in
widespread applications, such as organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs), fluorescent sensors, mechano-sensors and bioimaging,
they have received significant attention.1 Considering the inherent
sensing merits of visualization, sensitivity and selectivity, fluorescent
molecules have played a great role in detecting various analytes in
living organisms.2 Trivalent metal cations, M3+ = Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+,
have important influence on multiple physiological and patho-
logical processes. For example, high levels of Al3+ ions can give
rise to degeneration of the cranial nerves and biological function
damage, including cognitive deterioration, mental disorder and
metabolic disturbance of calcium and phosphorus.3 Abnormal
content of Cr3+ ions can trigger diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases.4 The deficiency of Fe3+ ion, an essential trace element,

can cause many physiological abnormalities such as hypoim-
munity, decreased resistance to infection and anemia.5 There-
fore, research on fluorescent materials for effectively detecting
trivalent metal cations is of great significance.

To date, there are many reports with respect to fluorescent
materials used for detecting metal ions;6 however, many of
them are turn-off type sensors, resulting in output information
inevitably suffering from background fluorescence interference
and disadvantages in biosensing and bioimaging fields.7

Compared to turn-off sensors, turn-on sensors with excellent
performance are more valuable, in particular for biological
applications.8 Here, spirocyclic derivatives of Rhodamine B
have been brought into focus because of their capability to
switch between two structural forms by responding towards
specific species; these two forms are fluorescence-off spirolactam
form and fluorescence-on open-cycle amide form, and this has a
close relationship with the decoration of molecular structure.9

The optimization of synthetic strategies, including the modification
of amino groups of xanthene unit, carboxyphenyl ring and
carboxylic acid group, enriched the structural composition of
rhodamine dyes, which widened the application in specific
fluorescence sensing field.10 For example, Prof. D. Das et al.
reported a fluorescent sensor based on Rhodamine B and
pyrene for detecting Al3+ in 2013.11 It was a turn-on type probe
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because it could transform the spirolactam form of Rhodamine B
moiety into the amide form through chelation between the
sensor and Al3+ ions. Moreover, considering the advantage in
the convenience of recognition, fluorescence materials with
sensitivity towards external stimuli provide a prospective plat-
form to act as smart species for information security protection
and data memory.12 Meanwhile, in terms of biosensors and
labelling dyes, the superior emitting ability of materials in
aggregated state is of great significance. However, the excellent
photophysical property of many fluorescent sensors in aggregated
state is weak in contrast to those in solution state due to
aggregation caused quenching (ACQ), which originates from strong
intermolecular p–p interactions constructing non-radiation decay
channel generally.13 As a promising solution, aggregation-induced
emission (AIE) effect14 was reported by Prof. B. Z. Tang in 2001 and
fluorescent materials based on AIE property have been attracting
significant attention for sensors and solid-state luminescence.15 For
instance, in 2016, Prof. A. Misra et al. reported aggregation-induced
emission enhancement (AIEE) of a fluorescent sensor, pyrene-based
Schiff base, for the detection of trace-level Al3+ with detection limit
of 8.64 nM. The sensor exhibited around 200-fold fluorescence
enhancement with the addition of Al3+ ions because of the
chelation-enhanced fluorescence and AIEE effect.16 As a con-
sequence, sensors with the capabilities of turn-on detection of
metal cations and brilliant emission in an aggregated state
for practical applications are worthy of further investigation.
However, very few Rhodamine B derivative-based AIE fluorescent
sensors have been reported for applications of turn-on detection of
metal cations.

In this study, we designed and synthesized a novel AIE-active
fluorescent sensor, TPEThRB, which is composed of a tetra-
phenylethene unit, spirocyclic Rhodamine B derivative, and an
electron-rich thiophene ring. Tetraphenylethene fragment, as a
traditional AIE fluorophore, can modulate TPEThRB molecule
with AIE property and offer notable steric effect via its propeller-
like configuration. The rhodamine segment acts as the indicator
of trivalent metal cations via the structural change from loop-
locked spirolactam with no emission to open-loop amide with
fluorescence emission. The thiophene unit as a conjugated
bridge enriches the electron-donating ability and improves the
interaction of TPEThRB molecule with metal ions.

Using turn-on fluorescence enhancement for trivalent metal
cations and sensitive response towards H+ ions with clear contrast
of visible color and emission, the uses of TPEThRB for chemo-
sensing, data protection and bioimaging are explored. Compared to
conventional manner of metal ion chelation-induced ring-opening
process of spirocyclic derivatives of Rhodamine B,17 trivalent metal
cations (Al3+, Cr3+ and Fe3+) with Lewis acid characteristics are
specifically recognized by turn-on fluorescence and absorption
analyses, which may be assigned to the synergy effect of protonated
open-cycle and coordination interaction. Owing to the excellent
luminescence properties in solid state and the response to H+ ions
with clear fluorescence and visible color changes, the circle of data
writing, reading and erasing based on TPEThRB molecule can be
achieved by means of trifluoroacetic acid vapor as the chromogenic
reagent and diethylamine vapor as the eraser. Furthermore, in

terms of effective emission in intracellular environment and the
remarkable red shift of maximum fluorescent peak, the application
of TPEThRB sensor in bioimaging of trivalent metal ions in HeLa
cells was investigated. The results of ratio fluorescence imaging
indicated that TPEThRB is suitable for fluorescent imaging of
trivalent metal cations in living cells. The multifunctional AIE-
active fluorescent materials have triggered intense research
interest and the performances of TPEThRB were investigated
thoroughly in this study.

Results and discussion

The target molecule TPEThRB was synthesized through facile
Schiff-base condensation reaction of compounds 1 and 2, as
shown in Scheme 1. The compounds 1 and 2 were obtained by
relevant reference methods.18 The molecular structure was
characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectra, HR-MS spectra, a
single crystal X-ray diffractometer, and theoretical calculation.

AIE behavior and photophysical property

To demonstrate the AIE characteristics of TPEThRB molecule,
fluorescent spectra of CH3CN–H2O mixture with different water
fractions ( fw) were investigated. The dilute CH3CN solution of
TPEThRB molecule exhibited weak blue fluorescence with
maximum emission peak at 467 nm (Fig. 1a) and the emission
spectra exhibited negligible variation when fw in CH3CN–H2O
mixture was lower than 50%. When fw increased to 60%, an
intense blue-green fluorescence band with maximum emission
peak at 492 nm appeared, and the maximum emission intensity
of TPEThRB in CH3CN–H2O mixture with fw = 70% was around
11-fold higher than that in pure CH3CN solution (Fig. 1b).

The AIE property was further verified by the fluorescence
quantum yield (FF) and UV-Vis absorption spectra. The FF value
of TPEThRB was 0.19 in dilute CH3CN solution and 6.24 in solid
state, demonstrating clear enhancement in solid-state fluores-
cence quantum yield (aAIE = 32.8). Furthermore, the UV-Vis
absorption spectra of TPEThRB in CH3CN–H2O mixtures with
high water contents displayed Mie scattering effect, indicating
the formation of nano-aggregates (Fig. S4, ESI†). The sizes of
TPEThRB in the CH3CN–H2O mixtures with high water contents
were investigated by dynamic light scattering (DLS). The DLS
data demonstrated that the sizes of aggregates decrease with
increasing volume fractions of water: 458, 447, 387, and 381 nm
for fw = 60%, 70%, 80% and 90%, respectively (Fig. S5, ESI†);
this is in agreement with the results of many other reported AIE
systems.19 Herein, it is confirmed that TPEThRB exhibits AIE
characteristics, which may play a great role in broadening the

Scheme 1 Synthetic route of compound TPEThRB.
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application of TPEThRB in the fields of sensor, data protection
and bioimaging.

Fortunately, a single crystal of TPEThRB was obtained,
which was assigned to the triclinic crystal system with a space
group of P%1. The fluorescence image from confocal laser scanning
microscope showed that the crystal emitted green fluorescence
and had a column-like appearance (Fig. 1c). Bright fluorescence in
aggregated state and the highly twisted molecule conformation
(Fig. 1d) are consistent with AIE property. In addition, ordered
molecule arrangement and antiparallel packing with thiophene
ring were confirmed by X-ray single-crystal analysis (Fig. S6, ESI†).
The regular orientation and alignment of the single crystal of
TPEThRB are derived from multiple interactions containing
hydrogen bond interactions and p–p stacking. For example,
the 1D chain structure (Fig. 1e) was constructed by C–H� � �N
[C59–H59A� � �N5, 2.53 Å, 3.40(1) Å, 1491] and C–H� � �O
[C61–H61C� � �O2, 2.53 Å, 3.38(1) Å, 1471] hydrogen bonds
between the host molecules and non-bonding CH3CN and
C–H� � �O [C35–H35A� � �O1, 2.55 Å, 3.31(1) Å, 1391] hydrogen
bonds between adjacent host molecules. Moreover, the p–p
stacking interaction between thiophene rings with a distance
of 3.943(2) Å could contribute to the formation of the 2D layer
structure. The C–H� � �p interaction with a distance of 3.634 (6) Å
between the thiophene ring and the ethyl group was also
observed. The ordered single-crystal construction of TPEThRB
with column-like appearance may offer the possibility to extend
applications in optical devices.

Optical response of TPEThRB probe towards ions

To check the performance of TPEThRB as a fluorescent sensor,
fluorescence spectra of TPEThRB with trivalent metal cations,
M3+ = Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+, and H+ ion in CH3CN–H2O mixture

(3 : 2, v/v) were investigated. As shown in Fig. 2, with the addition
of trivalent metal cations and H+ ions, similar maximum emissions
at 588 nm for trivalent metal cations and at 582 nm for H+ ion
were observed and the mixtures presented visible color change
from colorless to pink. The interaction between the sensor and
the four species could reach the terminal state within six
minutes at the most (Fig. S7, ESI†), accompanied with turn-on
maximum fluorescence intensities (60-fold for H+, 29-fold for
Al3+, 28-fold for Cr3+ and 17-fold for Fe3+), and the fluorescence
quantum yields of TPEThRB in the absence and presence of
metal ions were also measured: 0.17 for blank TPEThRB solution,
1.20 for H+ ion, 0.67 for Al3+ ion, 0.51 for Cr3+ ion and 0.27 for
Fe3+ ion. Furthermore, on the basis of Job’s plot (Fig. S8, ESI†) of
[I0/I0

0 � 1] versus the concentration of trivalent metal cations and
H+, the estimated detection limits (LOD) by 3s/s method were
3.2 mM for Fe3+, 4.8 mM for Al3+, 11.9 mM for Cr3+ and 0.93 mM for
H+ (Fig. S9, ESI†); here, I0 and I0

0 were assigned to the maximum
emission intensities at 588 nm and at 582 nm in the presence
and absence of trivalent metal cations and H+ ion, s is the
standard deviation of blank measurements, and s is the slope of
the Job’s plot. The data of LOD are at moderate level compared
with that for reported sensors for trivalent metal ions (Table S1,
ESI†).20 The evident fluorescence changes in the long wave-
length region displayed the sensitive response of TPEThRB to
the four species. In addition to more remarkable enhancement
of maximum emission at 582 nm, the H+ ion has a relatively
large influence on the maximum emission in the short wave-
length region of TPEThRB than trivalent metal cations. The
presence of H+ ion contributed to the structural transformation
of the loop-locked spirolactam into an open-loop amide, resulting in
extended conjugation length and improvement in intramolecular
charge transfer. Accordingly, there was a moderate red shift of

Fig. 1 (a) Fluorescence spectra of TPEThRB (10 mM) in CH3CN–H2O solution with different water fractions (fw). (b) Plot of (I/I0) vs. fw, where I0 and I are
the emission intensities of TPEThRB in CH3CN and CH3CN–H2O mixture. (c) Confocal laser scanning image. (d) Single-crystal structure of TPEThRB
(CCDC 1814395) and (e) chain crystallography diagram.† TPEThRB single crystal was incubated in CH3CN solution and crystallographic data were
collected at 296 K.
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the maximum emission peak from 460 to 490 nm with slight
increase in fluorescence intensity. In contrast, the presence of
trivalent metal ions, Fe3+, Al3+ and Cr3+, had negligible effect on
the emission in short wavelength region of TPEThRB due to
coordination interaction. Moreover, to evaluate the reversibility
of TPEThRB responding to trivalent metal ions, fluorescence
spectra with the addition of disodium salt of EDTA (EDTA-2Na)
were investigated. Compared to notable fluorescence enhancement
of maximum emission peaks at 588 nm in the presence of trivalent
metal ions, the addition of EDTA-2Na (5 equiv.) into TPEThRB–M3+

complexes resulted in 6 nm blue shift of maximum characteristic
emission peak from 588 to 582 nm accompanied with sharp
decrease in emission intensity (Fig. 3a). The results indicated that
the coordination interaction between TPEThRB and trivalent metal
ions was removed owing to better coordination affinity between
EDTA-2Na and trivalent metal ions, but the effect of acidic hydro-
lysis on TPEThRB was still observed, which is in agreement with the
proposed response mechanism of the synergy of proton-induced
open-cycle and the following coordination interaction.

To obtain better insights into the specific response capability
of TPEThRB sensor towards trivalent metal cations and H+ ions,
UV-Vis absorption spectra in CH3CN–H2O mixture (3 : 2, v/v) were
explored. Distinct characteristic absorption peaks appeared
in the presence of trivalent metal ions and H+ ion. Based on
selective matching with characteristic absorption peaks together
with fluorescence spectra, it is possible to further distinguish the
four ions from each other. The appearance of maximum emission
peak at 588 and 582 nm is adopted to divide trivalent metal ions
and H+ ion from others. In view of the intrinsic maximum
absorption at 230 and 284 nm for Fe3+ as well as that at 230 nm
for Al3+ and Cr3+ in CH3CN–H2O mixture, maximum absorption
peaks at 559, 284 and 230 nm could be used to identify Fe3+

ion, maximum absorption peaks at 561, 387 and 230 nm may
distinguish Al3+ ions, and maximum absorption peaks at 562,
387 and 213 nm could verify Cr3+ ion. In addition, the maximum
absorption peaks at 561, 387 and 198 nm were assigned to H+

ion. Therefore, with the combination of the analyses of fluores-
cence and UV-Vis absorption spectra, we infer that the TPEThRB

Fig. 2 Fluorescence titration spectra of compound TPEThRB (10 mM) in CH3CN–H2O solution with different species (a) Fe3+, (b) Al3+, (c) Cr3+, (d) H+.
Inset: The photographs of TPEThRB in CH3CN–H2O solution with Fe3+, Al3+, Cr3+ and H+ under natural light (left) and UV lamp illumination (right).
(e) UV-Vis absorption spectra of compound TPEThRB (10 mM) with four species, H+, Al3+, Cr3+ and Fe3+ in CH3CN–H2O solution and only H+, Al3+, Cr3+

and Fe3+ in CH3CN–H2O solution. (f) Process scheme to recognize H+, Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+ by using fluorescence and UV-Vis absorption spectra.
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sensor can sensitively and individually recognize trivalent metal
ions and H+ ions.

Selectivity

It is well-known that there are two forms for Rhodamine B
derivatives: loop-locked spirolactam with no emission and
open-loop amide with fluorescence emission.21 Upon responding
towards analytes with structural transformation from the former
type into the latter one, the characteristic absorption peak and
characteristic fluorescence peak in the long wavelength range will
be observed. Owing to the requirement of specifically detecting
target species for sensors, the fluorescence and UV-Vis absorption
spectra of TPEThRB interacting with various ions were investi-
gated, and these ions include Ag+, K+, Na+, Ca2+, Cd2+, Cu2+, Co2+,
Hg2+, Mg2+, Ni2+, Pb2+, Zn2+, Fe2+, Mn2+, Ba2+, Fe3+, Al3+, Cr3+ and
H+. The results displayed that characteristic maximum emission
peak (Fig. 3b) and characteristic maximum absorption peak
(Fig. 2e and Fig. S10, ESI†) in the long wavelength region were
only noticeably observed for the mixture of TPEThRB molecule
with trivalent metal cations and H+ ion. Compared to the trivalent
metal ions and H+ ion giving rise to open-loop response, the
tested monovalent and divalent metal ions exerted no impact on
the structural change of spirocyclic Rhodamine B subunit and
the molecule still retained the primary loop-locked spirolactam
form, due to which emission spectra and UV-Vis absorption
spectra remained unchanged in the long wavelength region.
Thus, TPEThRB sensor exhibits excellent selectivity concurrently
with fine response capability (Fig. 3c), which is in favor of
application in bioimaging.

To clarify the specific recognition of trivalent metal cations
from monovalent and divalent metal cations, the response
mechanism was further studied. The Job’s plots of the emission
intensity versus the molar fraction of M3+ in the mixture of M3+

and TPEThRB with total concentration of 90 mM exhibited the
same maximum molar fraction at 0.85 (Fig. 3d), which illustrated
approximate 1 : 6 ratio for the TPEThRB–M3+ complex. The
abnormal stoichiometry indicated that the ring-opening is not
solely induced by the coordination interaction with metal ions.
Considering the steric effect modulated by propeller-like con-
formation of TPE moiety, compact structural architecture and
nonresponse towards monovalent/divalent metal ions, the inter-
action affinity of TPEThRB towards metal ions may not be
strong enough to trigger the conventional metal ion chelation-
induced ring-opening of spirocyclic Rhodamine B subunit.22

With the assistance of acidic condition produced by the hydro-
lysis of trivalent metal cations, Lewis acid characteristics of Al3+,
Cr3+ and Fe3+ may play a great role in the interaction of TPEThRB
sensor with trivalent metal ions. As for the ability of generating
protons through acidic hydrolysis, it is well known that Fe3+ is the
most capable, followed by Al3+ and Cr3+ in that order.23 The order
is in agreement with the estimated detection limit of TPEThRB
sensor for the three trivalent metal ions. With regard to the
fluorescence spectra of TPEThRB with trivalent metal ions in
CH3CN–PBS mixture (10 mM, pH = 7.4), there was no obvious
fluorescent response until the concentrations of trivalent metal
ions were at a relatively high level (Fig. S11, ESI†), indicating that
acidic condition is important to trigger the response. Meanwhile,
compared to the 1H NMR spectra of blank TPEThRB sample, the

Fig. 3 (a) Fluorescence spectra of TPEThRB by addition of trivalent metal ions and EDTA-2Na. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of TPEThRB with
monovalent and divalent metal ions. (c) Histogram of fluorescence emission of compound TPEThRB (10 mM) in CH3CN–H2O solution with different
valence cations and (d) the Job’s plot of [M3+]/[M3+] + [TPEThRB] vs. emission intensity with a total concentration of [TPEThRB] + [M3+] = 90 mM;
M3+ = Fe3+, Al3+ and Cr3+.
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–CHQN– proton displayed an evident downfield shift from
8.83 to 9.46 ppm with the addition of H+ ions. However, the
characteristic –CHO– proton (9.86 ppm) of compound 1 was not
observed (Fig. S12, ESI†), implying that the acidic condition
results in spirolactam ring-opening rather than the hydrolysis
of Schiff base because compound 1 was not regenerated. The
above results further indicate that the interaction between
the trivalent metal ions and TPEThRB can be ascribed to the
synergy of protonated open-cycle and coordination interaction
rather than the conventional mechanism of metal chelation
reaction alone (Scheme 2).

Besides the appearance of characteristic absorption peak
and fluorescence peak, the transformation to an open-loop
amide form is conducive to alleviate the packed configuration and
modulate electron distribution. The extended spatial construction
of the molecule and the electron-enriched amide in combination
with the conjugated thiophene linker can improve the coordination
affinity between TPEThRB sensor and trivalent metal ions. The
coordination interactions with the trivalent metal ions have signifi-
cant influence on their UV-Vis absorption spectra, contributing to
further recognize the responsive four species distinctly. Additionally,
the 1H NMR spectra of TPEThRB were recorded with trivalent metal
ions to further clarify the interaction between probe and metal ions
(Fig. 4). The influence of the trivalent metal ions on chemical shifts
was clear. In particular, the signal peak of –CHQN– proton
broadened and shifted upfield to different degrees, which is con-
sistent with a previous report that demonstrated the ring-opening of
Rhodamine spirolactam and coordination interaction.24

Theoretical calculation

To maintain the optimized conformation, appropriate spatial
arrangement can diminish the structural tension originating
from the propeller-like configuration of TPE unit and compact
architecture connection. To better understand the steric effect
on the molecule configuration and response mechanism, DFT
calculations with the B3LYP method have been performed
(Fig. S13, ESI†). The calculated results of spatial configuration
showed that the tricyclic subunit of spirocyclic Rhodamine B
moiety was almost perpendicular to bicyclic subunit. The result
is in agreement with that of single crystal analysis. The orbital
electron distribution showed that the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) is mainly located in tetraphenylethene and
conjugated bridge, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) is distributed on partial tetraphenylethene, conjugated
bridge and bicyclic segment of the spirocyclic Rhodamine B
moiety. Due to almost perpendicular configuration, the tricyclic
subunit of spirocyclic Rhodamine B moiety has no effective
contribution towards orbital distribution, which largely impedes
the extension of electron delocalization. Moreover, it is the lone
pair electrons of nitrogen atom situated in tricyclic subunit that is
the starting point to take part in electron rearrangement. The
perpendicular configuration and steric hindrance inevitably inhibit
triggering of metal ion chelation-induced ring-opening, resulting in
no response to the monovalent and divalent metal ions. In contrast,
the open-loop form induced by the acidic hydrolysis of trivalent
metal ions effectively decreases the steric effect and increases the
conjugation length, which is in favour of the interaction between
TPEThRB sensor and trivalent metal ions.

Data protection

Materials with photophysical property of long emission lifetime
and multi-stimuli response property, such as temperature,
solvent, illumination, mechanical force and vapor, for data
recording, encryption and decryption are of great value in the
fields of information recording and security technologies.25 As
for luminogens, which are sensitive to acid vapor, it is inter-
esting to exploit their acidochromic property with colorimetric
and fluorescent variations for practical applications.26

The AIE-active TPEThRB can respond to H+ with evident
fluorescence and color changes; thus, a promising strategy to
realize data recording, encryption and decryption by adopting
TPEThRB as the smart material has been actualized. A strip of
filter paper as a substrate was immersed in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) solution of TPEThRB for a few seconds and then, we took
it out and dried it by volatilizing to make TPEThRB deposit on
the filter paper strip. The filter paper strip loaded with
TPEThRB was covered by a template with engraving hollowed
words ‘AIE’ and fumigated with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) vapor for
one minute. After removing the hollowed template, amaranthine
pattern ‘AIE’ appeared on the filter paper strip together with clear
contrast of fluorescent change between the blue-green emission of
substrate and red-orange emission of the words ‘AIE’ (Fig. 5a
and b). Moreover, the ‘AIE’ pattern on the strip of filter paper
disappeared thoroughly after being exposed to diethylamine

Scheme 2 The proposed response mechanism of TPEThRB towards M3+.

Fig. 4 1H NMR spectra (in CDCl3–CD3OD) of TPEThRB in the (a) absence
and presence of (b) Fe3+, (c) Al3+ and (d) Cr3+ ions.
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(DEA) vapor for a few seconds. The above processes represent
the data writing and erasing process.

Similarly, the THF solution of TPEThRB could also be used
as a kind of encrypted ink to write words ‘BIT’ on a blank filter
paper. The faint yellow words ‘BIT’ are illegible under natural light
(Fig. 5c and d), whereas words with intensive blue-green fluorescent
emission were clearly observed under UV lamp illumination owing
to the outstanding AIE feature of the TPEThRB molecule, where the
background blue luminescence originated from the blank filter
paper margin under 365 nm UV light irradiation (Fig. S14, ESI†).
After exposure to TFA vapor for one minute, the filter paper strip

distinctly presented amaranthine words ‘BIT’ with orange-red emis-
sion; then, after fumigation with DEA vapor for a few seconds,
the words ‘BIT’ on the strip of filter paper returned to the
original state. The above results indicated that TFA vapor acted
as a chromogenic reagent to make information emerge clearly,
and DEA vapor acted as an eraser to clean out the information
conversely, which could be repeated many times (Fig. 5e). Due
to the performances of writing, reading and erasing based on
the stimuli-responsive AIE molecules, they can serve as promising
candidates for the research of data recording and information
security protection.

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic diagrams and (b) photographs of data protection based on TPEThRB in template manner under natural light (up) and UV lamp
(down); (c) diagram and (d) corresponding photograph of ink writing; (e) fluorescence spectra of TPEThRB exposed to TFA vapor and DEA vapor and
reversible cycles.

Fig. 6 The confocal laser scanning images of HeLa cells incubated with TPEThRB (10 mM) and Al3+ (50 mM), Cr3+ (50 mM) and Fe3+ (25 mM) including
bright-field images, fluorescence (450–550 nm channel and 550–650 nm channel) images and overlay images.
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Bioimaging

Materials with AIE characteristics are advantageous for applications
in intracellular environment.27 Owing to the remarkable fluorescent
responses of TPEThRB molecule towards the trivalent metal ions in
CH3CN–H2O solution (Fig. S15, ESI†), the ability of TPEThRB sensor
for the detection of trivalent metal cations (M3+ = Al3+, Cr3+, Fe3+) in
HeLa cells was investigated by confocal fluorescence microscopy
(Fig. 6). The green fluorescence channel of 450–550 nm and red
fluorescence channel of 550–650 nm were selected to illustrate the
performance of TPEThRB in bioimaging. The images showed that
for the blank contrast group, the green fluorescence channel was
bright and red fluorescence channel was dark when HeLa cells were
incubated with TPEThRB sensor (10 mM) for 30 min at 37 1C. After
trivalent metal ions, i.e., Al3+ (50 mM), Cr3+ (50 mM) and Fe3+ (25 mM)
ions were added in the three blank culture media for incubation for
another 30 min, both fluorescence channels of three test groups
were visibly lightened. The ratio images of test groups having
trivalent metal cations presented a striking contrast to the single
channel images of the control group. The results indicated that
TPEThRB sensor was capable of responding to trivalent metal ions
in living cells, which is consistent with its performance in vitro. The
AIE characteristics make the TPEThRB molecule retain its fine
photophysical property and ratio fluorescence response ability
towards trivalent metal cations within intracellular surroundings.
Therefore, the AIE-active TPEThRB molecule can be a promising
sensor for bioimaging of trivalent metal ions in HeLa cells.

Conclusion

In summary, we have rationally designed and synthesized a turn-
on AIE-active sensor, TPEThRB, containing tetraphenylethene
with AIE characteristics, Rhodamine spirolactam as the receptor
of target analytes and thiophene ring as the electron-rich
conjugated linker. TPEThRB sensor can exhibit sensitive and
specific turn-on response to trivalent metal cations with visible color
change owing to the structural change of spirocyclic Rhodamine B
moiety from a loop-locked spirolactam form to an open-loop amide
form. Based on the abnormal stoichiometry of the interaction
between TPEThRB and trivalent metal cations, we propose that
the effective response may be ascribed to the synergy of protonated
open-cycle and coordination interaction because of the steric effect
caused by the propeller-like conformation of TPE unit and compact
conjugated connection. A comprehensive investigation of analyses
of acidic hydrolysis capability, efficient fluorescent response towards
H+ ions, response delay towards trivalent metal cations in CH3CN–
PBS mixture and theoretical calculation can contribute to verify this
assumption. In view of excellent acidochromism property with
outstanding AIE feature, the utility of TPEThRB molecule for
reversible data protection was realized on the substrate of filter
paper; TFA vapor and DEA vapor acted as the chromogenic
reagent and eraser, respectively. Furthermore, based on the
advantage of AIE characteristics and the remarkable 128 nm
red-shift of maximum emission in the presence of trivalent metal
ions, the collected red fluorescence channel of bioimaging in HeLa
cells was lightened by the addition of trivalent metal cations.

Hence it is demonstrated that TPEThRB is a viable chemosensor
for trivalent metal cations in living cells. Our results indicate that
AIE-active Rhodamine B-based materials will be promising candi-
dates for multifunctional practical applications in fluorescence
sensors, information protection and bioimaging fields.

Experimental section
1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ARX-400
(400 MHz) spectrometer in CDCl3 as reference using tetra-
methylsilane (TMS; d = 0) as an internal standard. ESI MS
was performed on an AGILENT Q-TOF 6520 liquid chromato-
graph mass spectrometer. Single crystal XRD was measured on
an Agilent Gemini Ultra X-ray diffractometer. Fluorescence
spectra and UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained using
F-7000 fluorescence spectrophotometer and UH5300 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer, respectively. The theoretical calculation
was performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs. The
optimizations of the structures were performed by using B3LYP
DFT. Fluorescence images of HeLa cells and single crystal of
TPEThRB molecule were measured with an Olympus FluoView
FV 1000 laser scanning confocal microscope.

Synthesis of compound TPEThRB

Compound 1 (0.13 g, 0.29 mmol) was added into 20 mL
absolute ethanol solution of compound 2 (0.11 g, 0.25 mmol)
and then, the mixture was refluxed for 8 h. After cooling to
room temperature, ethanol was removed and the crude product
was purified by silica gel column chromatography eluting with
dichloromethane : petroleum ether (2 : 1) to obtain the product
as a yellow solid (0.18 g, 70%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):
d (ppm), 8.83 (s, 1H, –NQCH–), 7.94–7.99 (d, 1H, J = 7.2 Hz,
Ar-H), 7.43–7.51 (m, 2H, Ar-H), 7.27–7.31 (d, 2H, J = 8.0 Hz,
Ar-H), 7.07–7.14 (m, 10H, Ar-H), 6.96–7.06 (m, 10H, Ar-H),
6.49–6.54 (d, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz, Ar-H), 6.42–6.46 (d, 2H, J = 2.0 Hz,
Ar-H), 6.22–6.28 (dd, 2H, J = 8.8 Hz, 2.0 Hz, Ar-H), 3.27–3.37
(q, 8H, J = 7.2 Hz, CH2), 1.13–1.18 (t, 12H, J = 7.2 Hz, CH3).
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): d (ppm), 164.7, 153.3, 151.5, 148.9,
146.4, 143.7, 143.6, 143.50, 143.48, 142.2, 141.3, 140.3, 140.2,
133.2, 132.0, 131.8, 131.4, 131.34, 131.31, 130.6, 129.5, 128.3,
128.0, 127.8, 127.7, 127.6, 126.6, 126.55, 126.48, 125.0, 123.8,
123.3, 122.8, 108.0, 106.1, 98.0, 66.2, 44.3, 12.6. HR-MS (ESI) (m/z):
calculated for C59H52N4O2S: 881.3889, found: 881.3888 (M + H+).
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